
The Small Press Author’s Guide to Cultivating Community and Publicity

Panel Description

Small presses make huge contributions to the literary community, but they’re often understaffed

and underfunded, leaving debut authors to become their own publicists. In addition to sharing

their own marketing tips, authors will talk about community-building efforts and how satellite

literary activities can support your creative work. From mixing book-themed cocktails and

organizing readings to pitching educational guides and running newsletters, attendees will learn

imaginative ways to cultivate community while building up your book.

Statement of Value

We’re a diverse panel that includes and values BIPOC and LGBTQ+ authors who write across

multiple genres. We hope to encourage writers to look around and identify their community to

build a collaborative publicity plan for their book. We’ll share how it’s possible, and more

productive, to market yourself while also raising others. We will try to alleviate the stress that

comes with marketing and self promotion by providing insights from personal experiences and

accessible takeaways. Panelists topics include: newsletters, social media, event curation, and

sustainable community building.

Event Agenda

The moderator will introduce the event and each panelist by reading their short biographies.

Then, each of the five panelists will share (individually) their experiences in publicity and share

ideas for attendees in roughly 12 minutes. The panel will end with an audience Q&A (10-15

minutes).



Bios

Moderator and organizer

Gloria Muñoz is a poet, translator, and advocate for multilingual literacy. Her bilingual poetry

collection Danzirly won the Academy of American Poets Ambroggio Prize and the Florida Book

Award. Other honors include Lumina’s Multilingual Nonfiction Writing Award and a Las Musas

Mentorship.

Panelists

JD Scott is the author of MOONFLOWER, NIGHTSHADE, ALL THE HOURS OF THE DAY

(&NOW Books 2020) & MASK FOR MASK (New Rivers Press 2021). Their work has

appeared in Best American Experimental, Best New Poets, Denver Quarterly, Prairie Schooner,

Indiana Review, Sonora Review, Ninth Letter, and elsewhere.

Sheree L. Greer, born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, founded Kitchen Table Literary Arts to

showcase and support the work of women writers of color. The author of two novels, Let the

Lover be and A Return to Arms, she is a VONA/VOICES alum, Yaddo Fellow, and Ragdale

Fellow.

Lindsay Merbaum is a queer feminist horror author and high priestess of home mixology. Her

drinks have appeared in the LA Review of Books and All American Whiskey, and were featured

at Grubstreet's Muse & Marketplace 2022. Her column Booktails from the Potions Library

appears monthly in Electric Lit.

Yanyi is a poet and critic. The author of two poetry collections, Dream of the Divided Field and

The Year of Blue Water, he offered creative writing advice at his newsletter, The Reading.



Participant Remarks

Yanyi - On The Reading and email newsletters - I will go over how author newsletters are a

valuable aspect of their ongoing engagement with existing readers and discovery by new readers,

but most importantly, are a genuine way to show what you value in your writing life between and

beyond books.

Lindsay - Booktails! I will talk about how successful marketing requires coordination and

mutual support with other authors, both for the sake of sales/events and for your well-being

during the process. In other words, writing is a team sport. Authors should think about what they

have to offer the community in terms of their specific skills and experience, like hosting

interviews, unique reviews, etc. I’ll discuss how a mixology hobby turned into booktails that

generate collateral for other writers, advertise their books to my network, and help us build

relationships.

Sheree- I'll discuss literary citizenship and how important it is to be intentional and reciprocal in

building your literary community. Marketing, promotion, and publishing can feel transactional

but approaching them more relationally can lead to stronger community support and real

relationships that help you develop as an artist and grow your career.

JD - I can talk about coordinating literary events and reviewing books. Marketing your book is

really about marketing the platform you build through connections: find a unique way to boost

other authors and you'll create community, and reach readers.

Gloria - I’ll share information on how to approach venues, writers, and artists to put together

collaborative and unique events. I’ll also touch on burnout and how to stay afloat during, leading

up to, during, and in the afterglow of publication. “What happens next?” Is the question that kept

tumbling about after my debut poetry collection was published in the middle of a pandemic. This

bizarre and isolating time made me lean on my writing community near and far in unexpected

ways.



Moderator Questions

Could you share some advice for sustained community building beyond your publication year?

What advice would you offer to someone who feels hesitant or uncomfortable publicizing their

work to their networks?

How do you move beyond your social media and the internet to build genuine connections with

readers?


